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ABSTRACT
Existing automated test data generation techniques tend to start from scratch, implicitly assuming no pre-existing test data
are available. However, this assumption may not always hold, and where it does not, there may be a missed opportunity;
perhaps the pre-existing test cases could be used to assist the automated generation of additional test cases. This paper
introduces search-based test data augmentation, a technique that can generate additional test data from existing test data
using a meta-heuristic search algorithm. The proposed technique is compared to a widely studied test data generation approach
in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness. The empirical evaluation shows that test data augmentation can be up to two
orders of magnitude more efficient than existing test data generation techniques, while achieving comparable effectiveness in
terms of structural coverage and mutation score.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces an optimising approach to automated software test data generation for structural testing. Unlike

previous work, our approach assumes that some test data already exist. Where this assumption is reasonable, out approach is
able to efficiently and effectively generate additional test data, using the pre-existing test data as a starting point. We argue
that there are many scenarios in which there may be pre-existing test data, and that where there is, it makes good engineering
sense to exploit it.

This paper focuses upon search based approaches to test data generation, but the idea of test data augmentation is more
general and could be applied to other forms of automated test data generation. The paper focuses on search based approaches
merely in order to introduce concrete algorithms for augmentation and to evaluate the proposed augmentation approach
against existing approaches to automated ‘from scratch’ test data generation. The paper also focuses on structural test
adequacy, though, once again, this focus serves merely to allow us to introduce concrete instantiations of the idea of test data
augmentation; we augment existing structurally adequate test data with additional structurally adequate test data.

Like other forms of automated test data generation, current approaches to search-based test data generation start from a
blank sheet of paper. That is, they assume that no test cases exist. Based on the execution of an instrumented version of the
program under test, structural search based testing seeks to find test cases that cover certain paths of interest (as measured
by the instrumentation). The measurement of the difference between a path traversed and a desired path provide the fitness
function value that is used to guide the search. As we as structural testing [8, 13, 11, 21], search based approaches have been
applied to functional testing [1, 35, 38], and verification of non-functional properties [27, 40, 41]. However, in every case, the
search starts from scratch, assuming no previous test data exist. Where there are already test data, these might be exploited
with the potential to both reduce subsequent test data generation effort and to improve its effectiveness. It is this potential
of existing test data that is explored in this paper.

There are many testing scenarios in which a tester may have available to them, pre–existing test cases, and where they may



seek additional benefit from a subsequent automated test data generation activity. For example

1. The tester may have, perhaps somewhat painstakingly, generated some test data by hand, based on their experience,
expertise and domain knowledge. No matter how good an automated technique might be, a human tester is likely to
want to contribute some of their favourite ‘bug revealing’ test cases to the overall process. Furthermore, where there
does exist such a pool of human generated test cases, with all the insight and experience they denote, it would surely
make sense to make them available to any subsequent automated test data generation effort.

2. The tester may have some test cases available from the developer, who will typically have, at least, experimented with
a few rudimentary ‘sanity check’ executions of the program before passing it to a more rigorous testing phase.

3. The tester could simply create test cases at random, choosing arbitrary inputs to provide an initial exploration of the
system. Though such an approach, on its own, might be rather unsatisfactory, it could provide an initial pool of test
data to be used by a subsequent and more intelligent test data generation technique.

4. The tester may have some regression test cases available from testing of a previous version of the program under test,
or from testing of a similar component or system.

5. The tester may have a traditional ‘from scratch’ tool for automated test data generation. Such a tool may seek to
meet some pre–defined adequacy criterion. No matter how well the tool performs, there is still the possibility that a
subsequent phase might be applied, in which a different automated approach is adopted and which takes the pool of
test data so–created as a starting point.

This paper introduces test data augmentation, a technique that generates test data by exploiting the existing test data.
Apart from new software projects, it is not unrealistic to assume that a testing organisation holds a test suite. But why do we
want to generate additional test suites when there already exists one? There can be various reasons. Since testing can only
detect existence of faults, not lack of them, executing additional test cases can only increase the confidence in the program
under test. Empirical researches of test case management techniques have also shown that it is desirable to have certain level
of redundancy in testing [29, 30, 31]. Additional test suites can be also beneficial for verification of fault fixes or statistical
estimation of program reliability.

The proposed test data augmentation technique uses meta-heuristic search to search for a test case that behaves in the
same way as, but with different test input from, the original test case. This is achieved by applying a series of a pre-defined
set of modification operators to the original test case. Each modification operator applies some changes to the original test
case while preserving a certain aspect of the original test case. The new test case is included in the new test suite if it shows
the same behaviour as the original test case. Here the same behaviour means the same contribution to test objectives. For
example, for structural testing the new and modified test case should also achieve the same coverage as the original test case.

This paper introduces a novel search-based test data augmentation algorithm and presents the results of an empirical
comparison with one of the state-of-art test data generation techniques. Both the efficiency and the effectiveness of two
techniques are evaluated. The results are promising; savings in the cost as large as two orders of magnitude can be observed.
With a suitable configuration, test data augmentation can generate an additional test suite that achieves the same structural
coverage as the original test suite. Furthermore, the additional test suites tend to have higher mutation score, showing the
benefits of having additional test suties.

The primary contributions of the paper can be summarised as follows:

1. The paper introduces a novel approach to test data generation, which is based on the idea of using existing test data as
a starting point for further automatic test data generation.

2. The paper presents an empirical evaluation of the proposed approach by comparing it to an established search-based
test data generation tool.

(a) The proposed approach is compared to search-based testing (SBT), an existing test data generation technique
that has recently received a lot of attention. Efficiency is measured by counting the number of fitness evaluations
required for the generation of a test suite. The empirical results show that the proposed approach can be up to
two orders of magnitude more efficient than SBT.

(b) The proposed approach is compared to SBT in terms of effectiveness, measured by structural coverage. The
empirical results show that, with an appropriate configuration, the proposed approach can achieve higher structural
coverage compared to SBT.

(c) The proposed approach is also compared to SBT in terms of effectiveness, measured by structural mutation score.
The empirical results show that the proposed approach can achieve competent level of mutation score compared
to SBT at much lower cost.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses background material on test data generation. Section 3
presents the motivation for test data augmentation and the research questions. Section 4 illustrates the proposed search-based
test data augmentation technique in detail. Section 5 describes experimental setup used for the empirical study. Section 6
presents the empirical evaluation of the proposed technique. Section 7 interprets the empirical results. Section 8 discusses the
potential threats to validity. Finally, Section 9 concludes and lists directions for future work.
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Figure 1: The left image shows how the traditional search-based test data generation techniques work. Meta-
heuristic search techniques start from one or more random solutions, and try to obtain a qualifying solution
by optimising the fitness function. The right image shows how the test data augmentation works. Since a
qualifying solution is already known, meta-heuristic search is applied to explore regions of the search space
that are close to the qualifying solution.

2. BACKGROUND
Automatic test data generation using meta-heuristic search techniques has been a productive area of research in recent years.

Manual test data generation, sill widely used in the industry, is very costly and laborious. The application of meta-heuristic
search techniques to test data generation presents a promising possibility of automating the process. Various meta-heuristics
including hill climbing, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms have been applied to testing problems with objectives such
as structural coverage, specification-based testing, and non-functional properties [18].

Search-based test data generation is a form of dynamic testing. The program under test has to be instrumented according
to the test objectives, e.g. structural coverage or execution time. The meta-heuristic search aims to find test data that meets
the testing objectives by executing the instrumented program for the evaluation of the fitness of a candidate solution. The
combination of program execution and search algorithm dates back to Miller and Spooner [23]. They produced a straight
version of the program under test for each path, converting predicates to constraints. Solving these constraints produces a
test input that executes the chosen path. Later, Korel extended the idea for Pascal programs using a hill climbing local search
algorithm [14]. Korel introduced a concept called branch distance. Branch distance of a predicate measures how close it is to
being evaluated as true. Once instrumented for branch distance, a branch can be resolved in a way that is desirable for the
test objective by optimising the distance. For example, suppose that we want to execute the true branch of the predicate in
line (3) of the following program. The branch distance for the predicate x == y is calculated as |x − y|. If we minimise on
the branch distance of |x− y|, we can execute the true branch.

(1) read(x)
(2) read(y)
(3) if x == y then print x
(4) else print x - y

The branch distance concept is a generic approach to structural testing and can be used with other meta-heuristic search
techniques such as simulated annealing [37, 36], genetic algorithms [2, 3, 22, 26, 39], estimation of distribution algorithm
(EDA) and scatter search [33, 32]. Search-based test data generation has been applied to testing of non-functional properties
such as worst case execution time [27, 40] and dynamic memory consumption [16].

Several techniques were developed in order to overcome problems in search-based test data generation, i.e. large search space
and challenging search landscape. Input domain reduction tries to reduce the size of the search space by putting constraints
to test input using symbolic execution [24], or slicing the program under test so that irrelevant test inputs are removed [9].
Testability transformation tries to transform search landscape into one that is friendlier to automated test data generation [12,
15, 20]. For example, removing a flag variable can transform a large plateau into a landscape with gradient. Test data are
generated from the transformed program, but applied to the original program to test it.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

3.1 Motivations for Search-based Test Data Augmentation
This paper present a search-based test data generation that uses the knowledge of existing test data. We call the proposed

approach test data augmentation; it aims to augment an existing test data with alternatives derived from those already
available. In many cases, it is not unrealistic to assume that a tester in a software organisation already has some test data.
Why do we want more test data when we already have some? Since testing can only reveal the existence of a fault, not the lack
of it, repeated testing can only raise the confidence in the correctness of the program under test. Having a low-cost method
of generating additional test data from existing data can be beneficial in many ways. It may prevent the program under test



becoming over-fitted to existing set of test data. It may be helpful when the tester wants to gain statistical confidence in the
correctness of the program behaviour.

The knowledge of existing test data can make the generation of the new test data less expensive. Consider the simplified
visualisation of a fitness landscape in Figure 1. The x-axis represents all the possible test data in the input domain; the
y-axis depicts the possible fitness values for some unspecified test objective. The image in the left shows how the traditional
search-based test data generation techniques work; they start with a random test data and try to find a qualifying solution
by optimising on the fitness function. The image on the right shows how we can exploit the knowledge of existing test data
to generate additional test data. Assuming that there exist a small window of qualifying test data around the one that we
already have found, we can expect to find additional test data, near the existing one, that also qualify.

A meta-heuristic search similar to the one depicted on the right side of Figure 1 has two major advantages compared to
other meta-heuristic optimisation. The shape of search landscape becomes less problematic since the search starts from a
point with sufficient fitness value. Similarly, the size of search landscape becomes less problematic since the search only needs
to explore the regions of search space that are close to the existing solution.

This paper presents a search-based test data augmentation technique, which formulates test data augmentation as a search
around the existing test data. In order to perform search-based test data augmentation, the following elements need to be
defined:

• Neighbourhood: in order to search near the existing test data, we have to define what constitute the near-neighbours
that we will search through.

• Search Radius: given a definition of near-neighbours, how far from the existing test data should we search?

Once the definition of near-neighbours and the search distance is fixed, the proposed search-based test data augmentation
proceeds following the algorithm outlined in Algorithm 3.1. While Algorithm 3.1 is based on a local search technique, the
same idea can be applied to other meta-heuristic search techniques.

Algorithm 1: Outline of search-based test data augmentation

(1) currentSol = existingSol
(2) while within the search radius
(3) if near neighbours of currentSol contains a qualifying solution newSol
(4) currentSol = newSol
(5) else
(6) break
(7) return currentSol

3.2 Problem Statement
Depending on the program under test and the relevant test objective, there may or may not exist a ‘window of qualification’

as described in Section 3.1. The definition of being ”near” to the existing test data also plays an important role in deciding
whether such a window of qualification exists. In general, there is no particular reason to believe that it always exists. Indeed,
a counter example can be found by considering the predicate x == 0. Only the test data that has 0 as the value of x can
qualify if we are trying to make the predicate true. Therefore, the paper presents the proposed approach as a complimentary
alternative to existing techniques, not as a replacement, and aims to observe the trade-off between two different approaches.
Indeed, the proposed approach to test data generation assumes the existence of a known set of test data, which has to be
generated using some other techniques including manual test data generation.

This paper evaluates test data augmentation in terms of efficiency and effectiveness across different input domain, with
comparison to Iguana, a state-of-the-art tool for search-based test data generation [19]. The first research question concerns
the efficiency of the proposed technique. Efficiency is measured by counting the number of times that the program under test
has to be executed in order to generate a set of test data that meets test objectives.

RQ1. Efficiency : How much more efficient is test data augmentation, compared to search-based test data generation,
across different input domains?

The second and third research questions concern the effectiveness of test data augmentation, in terms of branch coverage
and mutation score respectively.

RQ2. Coverage: How much branch coverage does test data augmentation technique achieve?

RQ3. Mutation Faults: How high a mutation score does test data augmentation technique achieve?

Finally, we parameterise the definition of neighbouring solutions, search radius, and the size of the input domain and observe
how much impact they have on efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach.



RQ4. Settings: What variance in effectiveness and efficiency is observed for different set-up of neighbourhood and search
radius?

4. SEARCH-BASED TEST DATA AUGMENTATION
For the rest of the paper, we confine our discussion to test data augmentation of numerical test input composed as a vector

of integers. This allows us to have clear and intuitive definitions. However, the approach introduced in this paper can be
applied to other types of test input provided that suitable definitions of ‘nearness’ and ‘search radius’ can be constructed.

The proposed search-based test data augmentation is based on the hill climbing algorithm, but there is one important
difference between the proposed technique and the ‘normal’ hill climbing algorithm (and test data generation techniques that
are based on hill climbing). The hill climbing algorithms adopt random restart in order to escape local optima; test data
augmentation assumes that the existing test data belong to global optima, and, therefore, always starts from a global optimum
that corresponds to the existing test data. Since the lack of randomness can inhibit the variety of resulting solutions, the
second difference is introduced. In hill climbing algorithms, the move towards the next candidate solution (climb) can be
made in a few different ways including first-ascent, where the algorithm moves to the first neighbouring solution that has
higher fitness than the current solution, and steepest-ascent, where the algorithm moves to the neighbouring solution with
highest fitness. However, both approaches behave deterministically when the starting point is fixed. Therefore, the proposed
test data augmentation adopts random-first-ascent, where the algorithm examines the neighbouring solutions in a random
order and moves to the first neighbouring solution with a higher fitness than the current solution.

4.1 Neighbouring Solutions And Interaction Level
In search-based test data generation, neighbouring solutions of a given solution is defined as the solutions that have the

minimal difference from the original. For example, for integer input domain, neighbouring solution of an integer i is often
defined to be {i− 1, i+ 1}. This paper formulates the process of obtaining neighbouring solutions as an application of a set
of modification operators, which is a natural extension of existing methods.

This paper utilises four modification operators. Following Korel, the first and second modification operators are defined as
λx.x + 1 and λx.x − 1 [14]. When applied to integer values, these two operators generate test inputs that are shifted from
the original. The third and the fourth modification operators are λx.x ∗ 2 and λx.dx/2e. These operators generate test inputs
that are scaled from the original.

Finally, we define interaction level as the number of variables that are modified at the same time. We borrow the concept
of ‘interaction’ from interaction testing, which is a test for interaction of different configurations [5, 28]. If a modification

operator is applied to a test input vector of size m with interaction level of n, it means all

„
m
n

«
possible combinations of

variables will be modified by the operator at the same time, resulting in a neighbouring solution set of size no bigger than„
m
n

«
.

For example, suppose that an integer input vector (2, 3, 1) is modified with the described modification operators using
interaction level of 2. With λx.x + 1 we get {(3, 4, 1), (3, 3, 2), (2, 4, 3)}. With λx.x − 1 we get {(1, 2, 1), (1, 3, 0), (2, 2, 0)}.
Similarly, λx.x ∗ 2 and λx.dx/2e result in {(4, 6, 1), (4, 3, 2), (2, 6, 2)} and {(1, 1, 1), (1, 3, 0), (2, 1, 0)} respectively. The final
neighbouring solution set is the union of four sets shown below.

{(3, 4, 1), (3, 3, 2), (2, 4, 3), (1, 2, 1), (1, 3, 0), (2, 2, 0), (4, 6, 1), (4, 3, 2), (2, 6, 2), (1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 0)}

Modification operators and interaction level allows flexible approach towards the generation of neighbouring solutions. In
existing search-based test data generation, the neighbouring solutions are explored to improve the fitness value. In test data
augmentation, neighbouring solutions are generated from an existing solutions that already qualifies for the given objective.
Therefore, the neighbouring solutions should aim to preserve certain properties found in the original solution. For example,
consider a predicate x * 2 = y and a test input (x, y) = (3, 6). Applying λx.x + 1 and λx.x − 1 with any interaction level
results in different resolution of the predicate. However, applying λx.x ∗ 2 with interaction level of 2 results in (x, y) = (6, 12),
which still resolves the predicate as true.

4.2 Search Radius
Search radius is defined as the upper limit to the number of modifications that can be applied to the original test case. The

number of modifications has to have an upper limit so that the cost of the search process can be controlled. For example,
suppose we are modifying a test input vector (x, y) = (2, 1) in order to resolve the predicate x > y to true, with interaction
level of 1. A successful chain of modifications might, for example, consist of applying λx.x + 1 repeatedly to x until the
value of x reaches the maximum possible value within the input domain, MAX. The algorithm will evaluate every candidate
solution in {(x, 1)|2 ≤ x ≤MAX} by executing the program under test MAX − 1 times. This may be too costly. By having
an upper limit to the number of modifications, it is possible to control the size of the search area, and thereby the cost of the
search.

However, within the predefined search radius, the proposed test data augmentation technique is encouraged to move away
from the original test data as far as possible. The intuitive underlying assumption is that, when the program under test has
already been tested with the existing set of test data, the set of additional test data is most valuable when it is as different
from the original set as possible. We call this the distance-value assumption.



4.3 Fitness Function
The proposed search-based test data augmentation technique uses a novel fitness function for test data generation. Since

it assumes that an existing test input that meets the test objective is available, the new fitness function aims not to decrease
the fitness below the qualifying level, rather than to increase the fitness above the qualifying level.

Let t be the individual test input, the fitness of which is being measured, and t′ be the original test input known to meet
the test objective. Let µ be the measurement of quality of testing in terms of meeting the test objective. Let ∆µ(t, t′) be the
difference in quality metric between two test inputs, and ∆d(t, t

′) be the distance between the input vectors of two test cases.

∆µ(t, t′) = |µ({t})− µ({t′})|

∆d(t, t
′) = the distance between t and t′

This paper utilises the Euclidian distance between numerical vectors for ∆d. It can be difficult to measure the difference
in µ quantitatively; this paper utilises the hamming distance between two binary strings that represent the branch coverage
record of t and t′ for ∆µ. Hamming distance is the number of bits that need to be flipped in order to transform one binary
string into another. Here, lower hamming distance means that t and t′ covers similar branches in the program under test.
Based on these, the fitness value of the test case t, f(t), is defined as follows:

f(t) =

8><>:
3 + ∆d(t, t

′) if ∆fR(t, t′) = 0 ∧∆d(t, t
′) > 0

2 if ∆fR(t, t′) = 0 ∧∆d(t, t
′) = 0

1−∆µ(t, t′) if ∆fR(t, t′) > 0 ∧∆d(t, t
′) > 0

If t is the same as t′, the fitness function returns 2. However, if t is different from t′ yet still achieves the same quality
metric (∆µ(t, t′) = 0), then t is guaranteed to receive a fitness value higher than 2, guiding the search towards t. Because of
∆d(t, t

′), the search is encouraged to move farther away from t′. Finally, if t is different from t′ but has lower quality metric,
t is guaranteed to receive a fitness value lower than the other two cases, thereby ensuring that the search never escapes the
window of qualification.

It should be noted that, with this particular search problem, finding the global optimum is not as important as finding as
many qualifying solutions as possible. From the definition of the fitness function, qualifying solutions will be the test inputs
with fitness values higher than 3.

Algorithm 2: Test data augmentation algorithm
Input: A test suite containing existing test inputs, S, the fitness function, f , search radius, r, and a set of
modification operators, M , and the interaction level, i
Output: A new set of test inputs, S′

(1) S′ ← {}
(2) foreach t ∈ S
(3) finalSol← null
(4) currentSol← t
(5) count← 0
(6) while count < r
(7) nextSol← null
(8) N ← generateNeighbours(M, currentSol)
(9) while true
(10) remove a randomly selected, n, from N
(11) if f(n) > f(currentSol)
(12) finalSol← n
(13) break
(14) if size(N) == 0
(15) nextSol← null
(16) break
(17) if nextSol == null
(18) break
(19) else
(20) currentSol← nextSol
(21) count← count+ 1
(22) if finalSol 6= t
(23) S′ ← S′ ∪ {finalSol}
(24) return S′

4.4 Algorithm



The pseudo-code of test data augmentation algorithm used in this paper is shown in Algorithm 2. The main loop in line
(2) iterates over each existing test input in the given test suite, S. After initialisation in lines from (3) to (5), the inner loop
in line (6) initiates the search process. In line (8), the algorithm generates the set of neighbouring solutions, N , by calling
GenerateNeighbours(M, currentSol). The loop in line (9) repeats until there is no neighbouring solution in N . If the
algorithm finds a neighbouring solution with higher fitness value than currentSol, finalSol is updated and the algorithm
exits the loop. If N runs out of solutions, nextSol is marked as null and the loop in line (8) exits. If nextSol equals null in
line (17), it means that none of the neighbouring solutions in N had higher fitness value than currentSol, in which case the
loop in line (6) exits even if count ≥ r. Otherwise, currentSol is updated with the non-null nextSol and next move begins.
The loop in line (6) will eventually exit when count becomes equal to r. Finally, if the algorithm has found finalSol that is
not null, it is added to the new test suite, S′.

Algorithm 3: GenerateNeighbours() subroutine

Input: An existing test input vector, t, and a set of modification operators, M , and the interaction level, i
Output: A set of neighbouring solutions, N
(1) N ← {}
(2) foreach operator op in M
(3) foreach each combination C of i variables out of t
(4) newNeighbour ← copy(t)
(5) foreach variable v in C
(6) update newNeighbour by replacing the value of v with op(v)
(7) N ← N ∪ {newNeighbour}
(8) return N

The psuedo-code of the subroutine that generates neighbouring solutions is shown in Algorithm 3. The loop in line (2)

iterates over all modification operators available. Each of these operators is applied to

„
m
n

«
combinations of input variables,

which are stored in newneighbour. The variables not in the given combination remain the same as t since newNeighbour is
initialised with t in line (4).

The exact computational complexity of the algorithm is difficult to calculate, mainly because certain factors are unknown to
the algorithm. However, it is possible to obtain the upper bound for the worst case execution time. Let S be the existing test
suite, which contains test cases that are input vectors of size m. Let M be the set of modification operators, i the interaction

level, and r the search radius. For each test case in S, the algorithm considers up to

„
m
n

«
neighbouring solutions, which

can be repeated for r times at maximum. For each consideration, |M | operators are applied. Therefore, the upper bound for
the worst case execution time is calculated as following:

O(|S| ·
„
m
n

«
· |M | · r)

5. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section sets out the experimental design for the empirical study that evaluates the proposed test data augmentation

technique.

5.1 Iguana : Hill Climbing Test Data Generation
The proposed test data augmentation technique is compared to a well known search-based test data generation tool called

Iguana (hereby referred to IG) [19]. IG uses an advanced version of hill climbing called alternating variables method. Each
input variable in the test input is taken and adjusted, while other variables are kept constant. First the algorithm performs
what is called an exploratory phase, in which the algorithm makes a probe movement to neighbouring solutions. If one of the
probe movements turns out to be successful, i.e. produces higher fitness, then the algorithm enters what is called a pattern
phase. In the pattern phase, the previous move is repeated in the same direction (adding or subtracting to the same variable)
while doubling the distance in each iteration. If such a move produces a solution with lower fitness than current solution,
then the algorithm switches back to exploratory phase with the next input variable. This method ensures that the algorithm
reaches local or global optima quickly.

IG produces test suites that achieve branch coverage, i.e. every branch in the program under test is evaluated to both true

and false. Given a program under test, it targets each branch in the program sequentially and tries to generate a single
test input that executes the branch. If it cannot generate a test input within set number of fitness evaluations, the search is
terminated. This paper utilise the default maximum fitness evaluation setting, which is to spend 50,000 fitness evaluations
maximum per branch.

It should be noted that IG also contains test data generation toolkits that are based on genetic algorithms. However, since
the proposed test data augmentation is based on a hill climb algorithm, the comparison is made only to the hill climb based
test data generation toolkit of IG.



Mutation Operator Description
AORB Replace basic binary arithmetic ops.
AORS Replace short-cut binary arithmetic ops.
AOIU Insert basic arithmetic ops.
AOIS Insert short-cut arithmetic ops.

AODU Delete basic unary arithmetic ops.
AODS Delete short-cut arithmetic ops.
ROR Replace relational ops.
COR Replace conditional ops.
COD Delete unary conditional ops.
COI Insert unary conditional ops.
LOR Replace unary logic ops.
LOI Insert unary logic ops.
LOD Delete unary logic ops.
ASRS Replace short-cut assignment ops.

Table 1: Mutation operators used in the paper

5.2 Subject Programs
A set of well-known benchmark programs for structural test data generation techniques is used: two versions of the triangle

program, remainder, and complexbranch. Each program contains from 18 to 26 branches, which, though small, provides non-
trivial branch coverage possibilities. These programs take 2 to 6 input variables. Triangle1 is an implementation of the widely
used program that determines whether the given three numeric values, each representing the length of a segment, can form a
triangle. It is also the example program shown in Algorithm 7. Triangle1 is used by Michael and McGraw in their study of
test data generation [22]. Triangle2 is an alternative implementation of the same program by Sthamer who also studied test
data generation for remainder, a program that calculates the remainder of the division of the two integers input [34]. Finally,
complexbranch is a program specifically created as a challenge for test data generation techniques [39]. It contains several
branches that are known to be hard to cover.

One of the subject programs, remainder, constantly caused IG to consume large enough memory to halt with 32bit integer
input domain. This is not a weakness of search-based test data generation, but rather an outcome of internal design decisions
within IG. As a result, experiments regarding remainder do not use 32bit integer input domain and only use 8bit and 16bit
integer domain.

5.3 Input Domain
Since one of the restrictions inherent in existing test data generation techniques is the restriction in size of the input domain,

the proposed test data augmentation technique is tested against different input domain sizes to see if it can cope better with
a significantly large input domain than traditional techniques. Both IG and the proposed technique were executed for three
different input domain sizes : 8bit integers, [-128, 127], 16bit integers, [-32768, 32767], and 32bit integers, [-2147483648,
2147483647]. Combined with the number of input variables for the subject programs, this results in search spaces ranging in
sizes from 224 to 2192. Both techniques are evaluated in terms of efficiency and effectiveness against different input domains.

5.4 Original Test Suites and Mutation Faults
The initial test suites used by the test data augmentation technique have been manually generated for each subject program

and each input domain so that 100% branch coverage is achieved. For each branch in the subject programs, a single test input
was generated to make the predicates both true and false. This is standard practice in search based test data generation [18].

Apart from branch coverage, mutation score was used as a measure of effectiveness. Mutation faults are based on the
notion of mutation testing, where the adequacy of test cases is evaluated by introducing simple syntactic modifications to the
program [4]. If a test case reveals this modification, it kills the mutant program. The mutation score of a test case is the total
number of mutation faults that the test case has killed. A test case with higher mutation score is assumed to have a higher
chance of detecting real faults, which is observed in several empirical studies of mutation testing for procedural languages [7,
25].

A well known mutation testing tool was applied to the subject programs [17]. The types of mutation operators used in
the paper are described in Table 1. Application of these mutation operators produced 203, 241, 324, and 499 mutants for
triangle1, triangle2, remainder, and complexbranch respectively. Sets of test data generated by different techniques were
analysed against these mutants.

It should be noted that the mutation faults studied in the paper may contain equivalent mutants, i.e. mutants that are
semantically identical to the original program. The equivalent mutants raise serious problems for mutation testing. However,
since equivalent mutants cannot be killed by the original test suite nor enhanced test suites, they do not affect the validity of
the findings of the current experiment; their existence can only strengthen the null hypothesis.

5.5 Evaluations
To cater for the inherent randomness in both techniques, each individual experiment was repeated for 20 times. By default,

the interaction level was set to 1, similar to the alternating variable method, while search radius was restricted to 10. RQ1 is
answered by comparing the average number of fitness evaluations required for the generation of a new set of test data between



Subject Programs Input Domain n̄IG σ2
nIG

n̄TA σ2
nT A

p-value

triangle1 8bit 16030.00 110408634.00 531.30 1618.54 < 10−6

triangle1 16bit 373900.00 2043159037.00 525.30 766.85 < 10−6

triangle1 32bit 452000.00 10559180.00 585.40 2132.99 < 10−6

triangle2 8bit 9008.00 25917844.00 497.35 731.71 < 10−6

triangle2 16bit 129200.00 695019728.00 769.10 769.10 < 10−6

triangle2 32bit 158700.00 10490236.00 679.85 755.61 < 10−6

remainder 8bit 196.30 1833.06 302.50 197.00 1.0
remainder 16bit 342.80 1119.36 295.55 163.94 0.0002

complexbranch 8bit 894.40 72117.63 600.60 1918.15 0.0006

complexbranch 16bit 2053.00 380509.10 584.30 1219.27 < 10−6

complexbranch 32bit 6564.00 10241196.00 886.40 5452.04 < 10−6

Table 2: Average number of fitness evaluations (n̄) and variance (σn) for TA and IG.

the two techniques across different input domains. RQ2 and RQ3 are answered by comparing the average branch coverage
and average mutation score between the two techniques across different input domains.

RQ4 is answered by comparing efficiency and effectiveness measurements of the test data augmentation technique against
itself using different settings. In the first set of experiments for RQ4, we change the interaction level from 1 to the size of the
input vector, while keeping other experimental factors constant, and observe effectiveness and efficiency. In the second set of
experiments for RQ4, we change the search radius from 1 to 10, while keeping other experimental factors constant, and make
the same observation.

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1 Efficiency Evaluation
Figure 2 shows the efficiency measurement of the IG test data generation technique and test data augmentation technique

(hereby denoted as TA) against the subject programs. The x-axis represents different input domains. The y-axis, which is
in logarithmic scale, represents average number of fitness evaluations required for the generation of a new set of test data for
each program. In general, test data augmentation is not much worse than IG (remainder), or much more efficient than IG
triangle1, triangle2, and complexbranch). With triangle1 and triangle2, the gain in efficiency is more than two orders
of magnitude. More importantly, the gain increases as the input domain grows larger. While the test data augmentation
technique shows relatively constant level of efficiency, test data generation technique does not cope well with larger input
domains.

Table 2 presents the statistics observed in Figure 2 in more detail with statistical testing. Since there is no evidence to
believe that the number of fitness evaluations required has a normal distribution, we use one-sided sign-test, which does not
make assumptions about the probabilistic distribution of the population. The null hypothesis is that n̄IG and n̄TA has the
same value. The alternative hypothesis is that n̄IG is greater than n̄TA. The confidence level is 95%. For all cases except
remainder with 8bit input domain, the resulting p-values indicates significant results. Therefore, we accept the alternative
hypotheses for these cases. However, the alternative hypothesis is rejected for remainder with 8bit input domain. Therefore,
we accept the null hypothesis. Overall, this answers RQ1 positively. The statistical analysis shows that there is a significant
gain in efficiency for most cases when test data augmentation is used. The amount of gain in efficiency can be as large as two
orders of magnitude.

6.2 Effectiveness Evaluation: Coverage
We turn to RQ2 and investigate the branch coverage achieved by IG and TA. Figure 3 shows average branch coverage

achieved by both techniques. The x-axis represents the different input domains. The y-axis represents average branch coverage
achieved by both techniques across 20 executions. TA achieves 100% branch coverage for remainder and complexbranch for
all input domains. However, it fails to achieve 100% branch coverage for triangle1 and triangle2, although it achieves a
constant level of coverage. IG achieves 100% branch coverage for all subject programs in 8bit input domain, but the coverage
decreases as the input domain grows larger.

Table 3 presents the statistics observed in Figure 3 in more detail. Note that variances are all 0, meaning that all 20
executions achieved the same branch coverage with both techniques. Therefore, statistical hypothesis testing is not performed.
For triangle1 and triangle2, TA shows constant branch coverage for all input domains, whereas IG cannot maintain constant
branch coverage as input domain grows. In fact, with the appropriate setting, TA can achieve 100% branch coverage (this
will be discussed in Section 6.4). Both techniques achieve 100% branch coverage for remainder with all 20 executions. Both
techniques achieve 100% branch coverage for complexbranch with the exception of IG with 32bit input domain. This provides
a partially positive answer for RQ2. When the input domain is sufficiently large, TA can be as effective as, or more effective
than IG, in terms of branch coverage. For smaller input domains, we still observe an attractive trade-off between efficiency
and effectiveness.
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Figure 2: Comparisons of efficiency between test data augmentation and test data generation tool, Iguana,
across different input domains. The vertical axis is in logarithmic scale. Plots represent average number
of fitness evaluations required for the generation of a new set of test data. Apart from remainder, test data
augmentation always requires a smaller number of fitness evaluations in order to generate a set of test data,
which is statistically confirmed at 95% significance level. With triangle1 and triangle2, the differences are
more than two orders of magnitude.

Subject Programs Input Domain c̄IG σ2
cIG

c̄TA σ2
cT A

triangle1 8bit 1.00 0.00 0.94 0.00
triangle1 16bit 0.91 0.00 0.94 0.00
triangle1 32bit 0.83 0.00 0.94 0.00
triangle2 8bit 1.00 0.00 0.82 0.00
triangle2 16bit 0.90 0.00 0.82 0.00
triangle2 32bit 0.86 0.00 0.82 0.00
remainder 8bit 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
remainder 16bit 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00

complexbranch 8bit 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
complexbranch 16bit 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
complexbranch 32bit 0.98 0.00 1.00 0.00

Table 3: Average branch coverage (c̄) and variance (σc) for TA and IG.
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Figure 3: Comparisons of effectiveness between IG and TA, across different input domains, in terms of
branch coverage. Plots represent average branch coverage achieved by both techniques. For triangle1 and
triangle2, IG shows decreasing branch coverage as the input domain grows larger, suggesting a possible lack
of scalability. TA does not achieve 100% for these programs, but maintains the same branch coverage across
different input domains. Both technique achieve 100% branch coverage for remainder with all 20 executions.
IG fails to achieve 100% branch coverage for complexbranch in 32bit integer domain.



Subject Programs Input Domain mOR m̄IG σ2
mIG

m̄TA σ2
mT A

p-value
triangle1 8bit 124 132.10 51.67 133.35 36.34 0.5000
triangle1 16bit 125 118.46 75.31 124.80 10.06 0.0898

triangle1 32bit 125 86.00 370.32 125.00 0.42 < 10−6

triangle2 8bit 216 217.90 2.20 120.50 2.79 1.0000
triangle2 16bit 216 157.05 1158.79 120.10 3.67 1.0000
triangle2 32bit 217 126.35 0.56 118.00 1.58 1.0000
remainder 8bit 265 262.95 6.68 266.80 3.01 0.0037
remainder 16bit 255 260.75 5.99 264.00 0.00 0.0002

complexbranch 8bit 414 413.45 8.16 412.20 2.69 0.9283

complexbranch 16bit 415 411.95 7.63 415.10 0.62 < 10−4

complexbranch 32bit 411 412.60 2.04 412.20 0.69 0.8950

Table 4: Average mutation score (m̄) and variance (σm) for TA and IG. The column mOR represents the
mutation score achieved by the original test suite used by TA. The p-value represents the results of the
one-sided sign test between mIG and m̄TA. The null hypothesis is that m̄IG is equal to m̄TA. The alternative
hypothesis is that m̄TA is greater than m̄IG. The alternative hypothesis is accepted for triangle1 with 32bit
input domain, remainder for all input domains, and complexbranch with 32bit input domain.

6.3 Effectiveness Evaluation : Mutation Score
Figure 4 shows average mutation score achieved by both techniques. In order to justify the need for additional test suite,

the mutation score of original test suites is also included. If executing the additional test suite increases the mutation score
significantly, the cost of generating and executing the additional test suite may be justified. For remainder and complexbranch,
both IG and TA mostly achieve either mutation score similar to the original, or higher than the original. The results for
triangle1 and triangle2 form an interesting contrast. Note that for both programs, IG and TA failed to achieve full coverage
as input domain grows larger. This has a significant impact on mutation score in case with triangle2. Lower coverage leads
to lower mutation score because certain mutants are never covered. With triangle1, IG is also similarly affected by the lack
of full coverage. However, TA shows relatively constant mutation score with triangle1 across input domain even though it
fails to achieve full coverage.

Table 4 presents the statistics observed in Figure 4. In order to compare the mutation score of IG and TA, hypothesis
testing is performed. Without any assumption about the population distribution, the one-sided sign test is performed with
95% significance level. The p-value represents the results of sign test between mIG and m̄TA. The null hypothesis is that m̄IG

is equal to m̄TA. The alternative hypothesis is that m̄TA is greater than m̄IG. The result is mixed; none of the two techniques
dominates the other across all experiments. The alternative hypothesis is accepted for triangle1 with 32bit input domain,
remainder for all input domains, and complexbranch with 32bit input domain. For other experiments, the results from two
techniques either show no statistically significant difference or dominance by IG. However, considering the significantly lower
cost of TA, this still provides an attractive trade-off between efficiency and effectiveness.

While mutation score is one possible measure of testing effectiveness, it does not consider the fact that different test suites
kill different sets of mutation faults. In order to make a detailed comparison between the original test suite and the test
suites generated by IG and TA, the mutation faults are classified according to the test suite that killed them. If, during the
20 executions, a mutation fault is killed by a test suite at least once, the fault is classified as being killed by the test suite.
This results in Venn diagrams shown in Figure 5. The set OR, TA, and IG represents the mutation faults that were killed
by each technique respectively. Note that both |TA − OR| and |IG − OR| are greater than 0 for all experiments, justifying
the generation and execution of a additional test suite. For triangle2 with 8bit and 16bit input domains, TA fails to kill 96
mutation faults that are killed by OR and IG. This is due to the lack of complete coverage observed in Section 6.2. For all
other experiments, TA kills at least more than half of the mutants in the set IG − OR. Indeed, |TA − OR| is greater than
|IG − OR| for triangle1 with 16bit integer input domain and remainder with 8bit integer input domain. Combining this
with the gain in efficiency observed in Section 6.1, it provides an evidence that there exists an attractive trade-off between
efficiency and effectiveness for TA. Overall this provides a positive answer to RQ3.

6.4 Settings : Impact of Interaction Level
Now we turn to the first part of RQ4 and observe the impact of different interaction levels on efficiency and effectiveness.

The minimum possible interaction level is 1; with 0 interaction level, it is not possible to generate a new test input. The
maximum possible interaction level for triangle1, triangle2, remainder and complexbranch is 3, 3, 2, and 6 respectively,
i.e. the size of test input vector for these programs. The input domain is fixed at 8bit integers. The search radius is fixed at
10.

Figure 6 shows the change in the average number of fitness evaluations against different interaction levels. The interaction
level determines the number of neighbouring solutions that TA considers in a single iteration. With a test input vector of size

m and interaction level n, the number of neighbouring solutions is bounded by

„
m
n

«
. The more neighbouring solution TA

considers, the more fitness evaluations TA is likely to spend. Based on these, the following results are initially expected for
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Figure 4: Comparisons of effectiveness between IG and TA, across different input domains, in terms of
mutation score. In order to test whether the additional set of test data improves the quality of testing, the
mutation score of original test suites is included (OR). Plots represent either the mutation score (OR) or
average mutation score (IG and TA). With triangle2, the lack of full coverage significantly affects both IG
and TA. For other programs, TA is as effective as, or more effective than OR and IG in terms of mutation
score.
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Figure 5: Venn diagrams classifying mutation faults according to the test suites that killed them. Note
that for all experiments, |TA − OR| > 0, i.e. test data augmentation has made an improvement in mutation
score for all experiments. IG has also made an improvement that is as good as or better than TA for all
experiments. However, considering Section 6.1, TA still provides an attractive trade-off between efficiency
and effectiveness.
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Figure 6: Plot of average number of fitness evaluations against interaction level. The number of neighbouring
solutions is bounded depending on the size of test input vector and interaction level. Higher number of
neighbouring solutions generally results in higher number of fitness evaluations, i.e. more candidate solutions
to evaluate. For triangle1 and triangle2, i = [1, 2] yields the most neighbouring solutions. For complexbranch,
i = 3 yields the most neighbouring solutions, but i = 4 results in most fitness evaluations.

each program.

• triangle1 : interaction level i = {1, 2} is expected to yields the most fitness evaluations.

• triangle2 : interaction level i = {1, 2} is expected to yields the most fitness evaluations.

• remainder : interaction level i = 1 is expected to yield more fitness evaluations than i = 2.

• complexbranch : interaction level i = 3 is expected to yield the most fitness evaluations.

The result shown in Figure 6 mostly confirms the expectations. For triangle1, trioangle2, and remainder, the expecta-
tions are confirmed. However, for complexbranch, the peak occurs at i = 4, not i = 3 as expected. This suggests that TA
considered more candidate solutions when i = 4, even though at each iteration it generates more neighbouring solutions when
i = 3. Therefore, the real impact comes not only from the number of maximum possible neighbours, but also from the number
of those that are within the window of qualification. If the program under test allows sufficient number of neighbouring
solutions that qualify, the number of fitness evaluation of TA is more likely to be limited by the search radius. On the other
hand, if the program under test does not allow sufficient neighbouring solutions that qualify, TA will spend large number of
fitness evaluations for disqualifying neighbouring solutions.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 observe effectiveness measures against interaction level in terms of branch coverage and mutation
score respectively. In Figure 7, both triangle1 and triangle2 achieves full coverage when i = 3, complimenting the lack
of full coverage observed in Section 6.2. More importantly, TA achieves full coverage with i = 3, while still remaining
significantly more efficient than IG. Both programs contain branches that require the modification of all input variables in
order to generate another qualifying solution. For triangle1, it is a branch that determines whether the given numbers form
an equilateral triangle. From a set of three numbers that form an equilateral triangle, it is possible to generate alternative
qualifying set of numbers when all three numbers are modified at the same time, by one of the modification operators
{λx.x+ 1, λx.x− 1, λx.x ∗ 2, λx.dx/2e}. Similarly, triangle2 contains a branch that determines whether the given numbers
form a right angle triangle. The generation of an alternative qualifying solutions is guaranteed only when i = 3 and only with
the modification operator λx.x ∗ 2. This provides a justification for utilising modification operators that are more complex
than {λx.x+1, λx.x−1}. With domain knowledge, it may be possible to generate more complex but potentially more effective
set of modification operators.

In Figure 8, it is possible to observe the positive impact of the increased branch coverage. Both triangle1 and triangle2

show improved mutation score with i = 3. The plot for complexbranch corresponds to the branch coverage of the program
observed in Figure 7. With less coverage, TA kills fewer mutants as interaction level increases. For remainder, the increased
interaction level has no significant impact on mutation score.
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Figure 7: Plot of average branch coverage against interaction level. Both triangle1 and triangle2 achieve
full coverage when i = 3 due to certain branches that require the interaction level of 3 in order to generate
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Figure 8: Plot of average mutation score against interaction level. Both triangle1 and triangle2 benefit from
the increased branch coverage observed in Figure 7 when i = 3. On the other hand, complexbranch suffers from
the decreased coverage as the interaction level increases. The mutation score of remainder is not affected.
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Figure 9: Plots of the average number of fitness evaluations against search radius. The average number of
fitness evaluation shows a very strong correlation to search radius; TA spends more fitness evaluations while
trying to make more modifications.

Program ρ1 ρ2

triangle1 0.9991983 0.9279003
triangle2 0.9977082 0.8569495
remainder 0.9992023 0.7774765

complexbranch 0.9983878 -0.8378015

Table 5: The column of ρ1 shows the linear correlation coefficient between search radius and average number
of fitness evaluation. All four programs show a very strong correlation. The column of ρ2 shows the linear
correlation coefficient between search radius and average mutation score. It shows a significant correlation
for triangle1, triangle2, and remainder. On the other hand, complexbranch shows a negative correlation.

6.5 Settings : Impact of Search Radius
Finally, we turn to the second part of RQ4 by observing the efficiency and effectiveness of TA while changing the search

radius. The interaction level is fixed at 1, and the input domain is fixed at 8bit integers. TA is executed 20 times for each
search radius value from 1 to 10.

Figure 9 plots the average number of fitness evaluations and average branch coverage against search radius. For all subject
programs, the average number of fitness evaluations shows a very strong correlation to search radius, which is expected. As
the search radius increases, TA is allowed to make more modifications from the original test input, thereby spending more
fitness evaluations. However, the observed coverage values remain constant at the maximum level that can be achieved for
each program under the given configuration. TA achieved full branch coverage for remainder and complexbranch; it also
covered all the branches in triangle1 and triangle2 except for the ones discussed in Section 7.

Figure 10 shows plots of average mutation score against search radius. With the exception of complexbranch, the observed
trend is that average mutation score increases as search radius increases. This provides a partial evidence to confirm the
distance-value assumption described in Section 4.2; that is, the more different an additional test input is from the original
test input, the more valuable it is. Table 5 shows linear correlation coefficients between search radius and average fitness
evaluations/averate mutation score. The coefficients confirm the visual trends observed in Figure 9 and Figure 10.

7. DISCUSSION
This section discusses factors that prevent IG from achieving full coverage for larger input domains. For triangle1 and

triangle2, IG fails to achieve full branch coverage when the input domain is set to 16bit or 32bit integers. This is due to the
data dependency observed in both programs. The following is an excerpt from triangle1.
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Figure 10: Plots of average mutation score against search radius. Except for complexbranch, average mutation
score shows an increasing trend, providing a partial justification for TA to make as many modifications as
possible. That is, the more an additional test case is different from the original, the more valuable it is for
these programs.



(1) read(i, j, k)
(2) tri = 0
(3) if i == j then tri += 1
(4) if i == k then tri += 2
(5) if j == j then tri += 3
(6) if tri == 0
(7) if i + j ≤ k or j + k ≤ i or i +k ≤ j
(8) tri = 4
(9) else
(10) tri = 1
(11) return tri
(12) . . .

The program takes three integers as input, and classifies the input according to the type of triangle that can be formed with
lengths of sides equal to the three integers. Suppose that we are trying to make the predicate in line (6) false, which means
tri != 0. According to Korel’s definition, the branch distance is calculated as −|tri − 0| [14], which should be minimised.
The value of the variable tri is assigned between line (3) and (5) based on the values of the program input, (i, j, k). Since
the predicate in line (6) is control-independent from the predicates in line (3), (4), and (5), the branch distance of −|tri− 0|
cannot guide the input vector. That is, changes made to the input vector (i, j, k) do not correlate with the branch distance of
the predicate in (6), except for the very rare cases where the algorithm starts with a random input vector that is very close
to satisfying either one of the predicates in line (3), (4), and (5). This results in a flat fitness landscape, thereby significantly
weakening performance of any meta-heuristic search technique. As a result, IG often fails to cover the false edge of the
predicate in line (6).

Compared to triangle1, triangle2 contains additional branches that determine whether the given input forms a right-
angle triangle. IG tends to fail to cover these branches as the input domain grows larger. There is no data dependency involved
as in triangle1; the difficulty lies in the behaviour of alternating variable method called over-shooting. In the exploratory
phase, AVM doubles the amount of change with every successful iteration. Eventually it over-shoots, i.e. the fitness value
decreases due to an excessive change. The excessiveness is exaggerated in this case because the input values are squared in
the predicate that determines the formation of a right-angle triangle. Once it over-shoots, AVM switches to pattern phase
and starts to change the next input variable. If the desired solution is sufficiently hard to find, there is a chance that AVM
will keep over-shooting with oscillating fitness values. IG fails to achieve full branch coverage for these predicates because it
spends the allowed maximum fitness evaluations while over-shooting.

8. THREATS TO VALIDITY
Threats to internal validity concern the factors that might have affected the comparison of IG and TA. The two techniques

are so inherently different from each other that the comparison at algorithmic level may not be sound. However, should a
tester want a new and additional test suite, the only available state-of-the-art solution is to adopt existing test data generation
technique and hope that it will generate a completely new test suite. One alternative is to modify existing search-based test
data generation technique to be existing test suite aware. The modified fitness function will measure not only branch distance
based fitness, but also the distance from the existing test data. However, this can only add more complexity to traditional
search-based test data generation techniques.

Both techniques are inherently stochastic, which may affect the comparison. The experiments are repeated for 20 times
to cater for the stochastic nature, and the results are verified with statistical testing. For some experiments, the observed
measurements are consistent and show little variance.

With TA, the quality of the original test suite can affect the quality of the new test suite generated by TA. The original test
suites are manually generated for each input domain with the sole purpose of achieving full branch coverage. That is, other
testing concerns such as boundary values or mutation score are not considered. However, there still exists a chance that the
original test suites are biased.

Threats to external validity concerns the factors that limit generalisation of the results. One issue is the representativeness
of the subject programs, which are relatively small-scale examples. It cannot be guaranteed that the observed results of this
paper will extrapolate to larger-scale real world programs. This can be addressed only by further study with larger programs.
However, the subject programs have been utilised as benchmarks for test data generation techniques [22, 34, 39]. They also
provide non-trivial search space in combination with different input domains. Another issue concerns the selection of the
test data generation technique for the comparison. This paper compares the proposed search-based test data augmentation
technique to a hill climbing based AVM (Alternating Variable Method). Other test data generation techniques may produce
different results. However, AVM has been known to be as much as, or even better than other search techniques such as genetic
algorithms, for certain classes of test data generation problems [10].

Threats to construct validity arise when the measurements in the experiments do not capture the concepts that they are
supposed to represent. The efficiency measure is a count of fitness evaluations, which equals the number of times the program
under test is executed. It does not consider other costs of testing such as generating and checking test oracles. However, as
test data augmentation is applied to larger programs, the execution time of the program under test is at least one of the major



elements that account for the cost of testing for any type of dynamic testing. Similarly, the effectiveness measure used in this
paper may not capture the real effectiveness of a test suite; its fault detection capability. However, structural coverage and
mutation score has been widely used as successful surrogate of fault detection capability in software testing literature [22, 34,
39, 25, 6]. Also, the testing process can benefit from the existence of an alternative test suite even when it does not detect any
additional faults. For example, the estimation of program reliability when no fault is detected can benefit from alternative
test suites.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

9.1 Conclusions
This paper introduces a search-based test data augmentation, which is a novel method of generating test data from existing

test data. Test data augmentation is based on two observations. First, it is beneficial to generate additional test data even
if test data are already available. Second, if there are existing test data, generating additional test data can be much more
efficient when it utilises the knowledge of existing test data.

The paper introduces a search-based test data augmentation algorithm, and empirically compares its efficiency and effec-
tiveness to a state-of-art test data generation technique. The results show that there exists an attractive trade-off between
efficiency and effectiveness of test data augmentation. The cost can be reduced by two orders of magnitude for some cases,
while achieving competitive structural coverage and mutation score. Test data augmentation is less affected by the size of
input domain compared to existing test data generation techniques that suffer with significantly large input domain.

9.2 Directions of Future Work
The future work will consider the use of more sophisticated modification operators. It may be possible to design new

modification operators that are more effective against spiky search landscape. This also relates to search space smoothing
studied in meta-heuristic optimisation. The paper only aims to generate an alternative test suite from the one that is already
available and, more importantly, achieves certain test objectives. However, it may be possible to utilise test data augmentation
in order to improve an existing test suite so that it achieves the known test objective, or even additional test objectives.
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